
 

 

 

 

December 17, 2013 

 

Janet Napolitano 

Office of the President 

University of California 

1111 Franklin Street, 12th Floor 

Oakland, CA 94607 

 

Dear President Napolitano: 

 

The leadership of AFSCME Local 3299 maintains the goal of a fair 

contract settlement and looks forward to continued, productive 

negotiations with the University. That said, I am disappointed by several 

of the points you raised in your last correspondence to our national 

union president, Lee Saunders.   In the interest of clarity and ensuring 

that future bargaining sessions with Local 3299 are constructive, I want 

to address a few of these points here. 

 

First, Local 3299’s chief concern has always been the issue of safe 

staffing.  This is not “new” as asserted in your letter, and has been raised 

repeatedly at the bargaining table over the last eighteen months and in 

virtually every public statement that Local 3299 has made on the matter 

of its ongoing dispute with UC (statements which are chronicled on 

3299’s own website).  In addition, please see the attached whistleblower 

report, “A Question of Priorities: Profits, Short Staffing, and the 

Shortchanging of Patient Care at UC Medical Centers,” which Regent 

Sherry Lansing described the accounts as “deeply disturbing.”  

 

AFSCME 3299’s top priority is the safety of its members and those they 

serve.  We simply do not understand why UC has repeatedly refused to 

acknowledge our good faith position on these issues. 

 

Second, you made reference to UC’s recently achieved contract 

settlement with the California Nurses Association.  As the table below 

makes clear, UC has applied a very different standard in its negotiations 

with Local 3299 - effectively relegating your service and patient care 

employees to second-class status. 



 

 

 

 

UC OFFERS: CNA AFSCME Patient Care 

Workers 

Safe Staffing + Minimum nurse-to-

patient ratios 

+ Expanded temp 

worker rights 

+ Staffing disputes 

subject to third party 

dispute resolution 

+ 15 minutes pay for 

missed breaks 

xContinued abuse of temps 

x Continued contracting out 

of patient care work 

x Staffing disputes not 

subject to third party 

dispute resolution 

x No pay for missed breaks 

Wages 4% + 1 step each year 

(16% over 4 years) 

1.5 - 2% + 1 step each year 

(7.5% over 4 years) 

Retiree 

Healthcare 

Keep existing retiree 

healthcare for all current 

employees 

Slash retiree healthcare for 

~50% of all current 

employees 

Pension Keep existing pension 

benefit for all new 

employees 

Cut pension benefit for all 

new employees 

Paid Time Off 

(PTO) 

Keep existing sick leave 

and vacation leave 

Eliminatesick leave and 

vacation leave and replace 

with PTO 

 

 

Finally, I want to address the issue of “movement” at the bargaining 

table.  As you may know, there were forty contract articles up for 

negotiation when discussions began with Local 3299 eighteen months 

ago.  AFSCME 3299 has deferred to UC’s position on well over half of 

those issues.  It has dropped its wage proposal by a third, and it has 

offered UC substantial concessions on the Administration’s top priority  

 

 



 

 

 

of post-employment benefits (including higher pension contributions 

and cuts to retiree health care). 

 

UC’s response to date has been to offer no real movement on AFSCME’s 

top concerns around staffing, and what amounts to a multi

freeze for the Local 3299 service unit: 

unit largely comprised of immigrants and people of color, 99% of whom 

are already income eligible for some form of public 

assistance.  Accordingly, we do not believe that UC’s proposals from 

November or last week rise to the level of “substantial movement,” but 

remain hopeful that this week’s bargaining sessions can yield a different 

outcome. 

 

Not unlike the dynamic that we have all seen play out between 

President Obama and Congressional Republicans, 

offered substantial compromises in its negotiations with UC, moving 

well over halfway already. 

will make it possible for UC to reciprocate

bargaining units

 

Sincerely, 

Kathryn Lybarger

President 

 

 

Cc: Lee Saunders, President, AFSCME
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